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Abstract

A linear, electromagnetic analysis is presented of the cavity mode

structure and dispersion relations for waves with frequency near the

electron plasma frequency in cylindrical plasmas with monotonically

decreasing electron density and finite magnetic field. Analytic solu-

tions are obtained which are exact in the limits when either the ratio of

electron cyclotron to plasma frequency or the ratio of plasma size to

parallel wavelength tends to infinity. Comparison with numerical solu-

tions confirms that the analytic results are highly accurate even for

fairly modest values of these ratios. Thermal effects are incorporated,

including Landau (damping or) gain, which show the lowest order trans-

verse modes to have greatest gain. These modes are highly localized near

the cylinder axis so that the plasma itself acts as a cavity, regardless

of edge boundary conditions. The theory thus enables an interpretation

to be made of maser action in quasi-cylindrical plasmas such as Tokamaks.

PACS#'s 52.35.Hr, 52.40.Fd, 52.70.Gw
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1. Introduction

The characteristics of electromagnetic wave propagation in a bounded

plasma have proven to be of recurrent interest. Trivelpiece and Gould1

showed how the dispersion properties of bounded space charge waves could

be explained and Bers2 presented a rather general formalism for treating

the problem and gave analyses of a variety of cases theoretically. In

the years since then, various extensions and applications of these anlay-

ses have been given. 3

This continuing interest arises in part, of course, because of the

bounded nature of laboratory plasmas which require this analysis for a

proper understanding of their behavior. Theoretically, the interest and

difficulty of the problem arises because the analysis can no longer be

carried out with Fourier transformed quantities leading to algebraic

equations, as in the infinite homogeneous plasma case, but must retain

differential equations in the coordinate direction of the plasma inhomo-

geneity. Moreover, in the general case, the differential system obtained

is of fourth order because of mode coupling, rather than the more famil-

iar second order systems which are common in theoretical physics.

The problem has strong analogies with important problems in optical

and microwave guides, although the plasma case, when a magnetic field is

present, represents much stronger anisotropy (birefringence and optical

activity) than typical optical fibre guides.

The present anlaysis is motivated by the experimental observation in

toroidal plasmas, such as Tokamaks, of electromagnetic emission at (or

near) the electron plasma frequency4 when energetic non-thermal electrons
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are present in the plasma. Undoubtedly, in most cases the initial mecha-

nism for excitation within the plasma is via the Cerenkov resonance.5 ,6

That is, the waves are slow waves whose phase velocity along the field

(which in Tokamaks is also essentially along the symmetry direction) is

equal to the velocity of the exciting particles and hence less than c.

To the extent that the toroidal plasma can be approximated by an

infinite periodic cylinder (for large aspect ratio) these slow waves

retain constant longitudinal k-vector, k, and phase velocity. They are

therefore, not propagating but evanescent in the radial direction outside

the plasma and in the absence of additional asymmetries would not radiate

into free space. Because the plasma is not homogeneous, even within the

confinement region, but has a continuous variation with radius of, for

example, electron density, there are regions within the plasma too where

the waves can be considered evanescent. This designation is rather

imprecise, though, because what is really required is not a WKBJ approach

which assigns a local radial k-vector (real or imaginary corresponding to

propagating or evanescent) but a full wave analysis. This analysis in

principle provides us with the complete spatial mode structure of the

electromagnetic fields as well as a dispersion relation for each mode

when appropriate boundary conditions are applied. The point to be made

here is that for the slow waves of interest, the plasma itself (without any

nearby dielectric structures) acts as a wave-guide whose energy losses

will be negligible if the dielectric losses of the plasma (collisions or

Landau damping) are negligible.

The toroidal (periodic cylinder) plasma thus constitutes a high-Q

cavity for slow electromagnetic waves. It is the purpose of the present
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study to calculate the cavity eigenmodes and frequencies for relevant

cases, applicable to Tokamaks for example, and to relate the results

to the observations of plasma frequency emission.

As far as we can discover, previous analyses are not sufficient for

this purpose because they all involve approximations which are inappro-

priate for the case in mind. For cases in which a magnetic field is

present (which is essential to our problem) it is common 7 to take the

field to be effectively infinite (electron cyclotron frequency, Q >> plasma

frequency,wp). This allows considerable simplification because it removes

the optical activity and causes the modes to be decoupled (and hence

second order). Our case of interest, though, is Q greater than Wp but

not effectively infinite. Another common approximation is that an elec-

trostatic treatment is sufficient,7 normally requiring refractive index

much greater than 1 (phase velocity << c). Again, since we are inte-

rested in possibly relativistic nonthermal electron populations, this is

inappropriate. A third assumption which is often adopted is that the

plasma is uniform with sharp boundaries. This too is not realistic in

our case, since smooth variation of plasma density is inherent in most

experimental cases and changes the character of the problem.

We address then, the rather general inhomogeneous anisotropic plasma

case, in cylindrical geometry. We obtain the full cold-plasma (actually

general non-spatially-dispersive medium) coupled wave equations for arbi-

trary density profile. We solve these for wp < Q for the mode correspond-

ing to the E-wave (TM mode) of the uncoupled case. This mode corresponds

approximately to the whistler branch of the homogeneous plasma dispersion

relation (ordinary mode for w 4 wp) and thus represents the extension of
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the mode obtained with the electrostatic analysis to high phase velocity

(-c). We consider the case where the vacuum wavelength corresponding to

the central plasma frequency (wop) is much smaller than the typical plasma

size (a) i.e. kpa>>1 where kp - woi/c. The modes obtained are strongly

localized near the cylinder axis (r-o) for monotonically decreasing

density, so it is sufficient and generally appropriate to approximate the

density profile as the first two terms of a Taylor series about r-o; i.e.

a parabolic profile.

The equations prove to be uncoupled to second order in 1/ka

and wp/A and analytically soluble to this approximation. We obtain the

dispersion relation and mode structure as simple algebraic expressions in

this approximate treatment. Comparison with a full numerical solution of

the unapproximated equations in a typical case demonstrates the excellent

accuracy of the analytic treatment.

Warm plasma effects, spatial dispersion (Bohm-Gross), and Landau

damping or growth are shown to be readily included in the approximate

treatment and the full dispersion relation for realistic plasma para-

meters is used to calculate the cavity mode spacing for comparison with

high resolution experimental observations.

II. Coupled Mode Equations

Our starting point is Maxwell's equations

- aB
VAE - - (1)

at

1 aE

VAB - I0 + - - (2)
c2 at

I
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together with the constitutive relation for the current _ in terms of the

fields.

The model we adopt initially for the plasma response is that of a

plasma of cold electrons and stationary ions. The importance of this

approximation is that thermal corrections to the plasma response give

rise to spatial dispersion. For infinite homogeneous plasmas this causes

only a modest increase of complexity, but in our finite plasma, where we

cannot Fourier transform the equations in all three spatial dimensions,

the effect of spatial dispersion is more serious. In our case, the response

of a plasma with spatial dispersion cannot be included fully in an

algebraic (non-differential) conductivity (a) and hence dielectric constant.

For now, therefore, we shall ignore thermal corrections. Following our

analysis of the cold plasma case it will become clear how to include the

thermal corrections accurate to the approximation of interest. For time

dependence exp(-iwt) the plasma may be expressed by writing Eq.(2)

as
-iW

A B - e - E(3)
C2.

with the dielectric tensor c = (1 - (pc 2/iw)a ) given by the standard cold

plasma result which for B in the z-direction can be written

X -ixy

CA Ex +- 0
y2_1 y2_1

e x CAO 0 (4)
S+ixy X

0 O - 1+ - 0
y2_1 y2_1

0 0 1-X

where we use the standard magnetoionic nomenclature:
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X = -- ,ae
W2 W (5)

We now write out Maxwell's equations for a cylindrically symmetric

situation with background magnetic field in the z-direction and seek

solutions proportional to exp i(kz + m6). The equations obtained

constitute six homogeneous equations for the six unknowns E, B:

m
i - Ez - ikEe iwBr (6)
r

dEz
i k Er - - iBe (7)

dr

1 d im
- - rEe - - Er =iwBz (8)
r dr r

im -i iW
- Bz - ikBe - EA Er - ex E 6 (9)
r c2  C2

dBz iW
ikBr -- = xEr - A Ee (10)

dr c2  c2

1 d im -iw
-- - rBe - - Br = - e Ez (11)
r dr r C2

Two of these equations are algebraic so the system is fourth order. This

system can be expressed as two coupled-mode equations by using (6) and

(9) to eliminate r components then solving the new versions of (7) and

(10) for the 6 components in terms of the z-components. Substituting

back into (8) and (11) one obtains after some algebra:
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d r M2 1 d mN 2 1 2 E2[N12_ (CA+E 2 - -2_A+-- -kj
dr D r r 2DL \ r r De/ c

(12)

fl d Nre d m2NE4 i d m1N2/

dr DeA dr r 2 DcA r dr D JA )

1d r d m2 1 d mi ex- - -(N2/ A ( N2/LA -1) +- - -- BZ
r dr D -)dr r2D r \dr DeAJ)

(13)

d Nrex d m2Nex i d mN 2/ Ez

dr DEA dr r 2 DeA r Idr D A C

where N is the longitudinal refractive index, kc/w , ko the vacuum k-

vector, w/c, and

D - N2 ()+ (2/CA _) (2 - [A +4/LA]) 2 2/ C'4/

is the determinant of the equation for 6 components in terms of z-components.

In these equations, we regard the left hand sides as the dominant

part and the right hand sides as the coupling terms. The reason for this

identification is that in the limiting cases Y + - or N +- the right

hand sides + o so that we then obtain uncoupled E- and B-modes (TM and TE

respectively). Note that in general the coupling can arise from two

effects: (1) The optical activity ex * o, (from the first and second

terms) regardless of nonuniformity of the plasma profile, (2) Inhomogeneity,

dCA /dr * o, (from the third term) even if there is no optical activity,

I
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&.-o. The second effect is zero for m-o so the symmetric modes are not

coupled by inhomogeneity as such.

The general dispersion problem consists of solving these equations

with given X and Y profiles subject to boundary conditions: that E, B

should be regular at r-o and an appropriate condition outside the plasma

(e.g. E, B + o as r +c). Such solutions will exist only for certain

eigenvalues of the equation, i.e. only when w, N satisfy certain possible

relationships. These are the dispersion relations of the different eigen-

modes. We shall take Y(- B) to be uniform but X(- ne) to vary with r.

III. E-modes

In order to make progress analytically, we shall seek an approximate

form of the equations which is tractable. We regard the quantities

eC 1 - X (15)

and
-iXY -i(1-E)Y 1

ex - = - - I (16)
y2-1 y2-1 y /

as small expansion parameters and hence find approximations for the

equations for X = 1 and large Y.

First, to lowest order, Eq. (12) becomes

I d dE M2

-- r- - - + N2-1)k2e E-o (17)
r dr dr r2  )

(we drop the z suffix for brevity), showing that the nature of the solution
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1 1 dE
is such that - - - ~ el/ 2k . (18)

r E dr

Next, let us consider the relative magnitude of the additional terms

compared to these leading terms. Noting that

d ex de d CA dedLA 2 (19)
Ex -, -- e9

dr dr dr dr

we find that

D d 2_ 2+/ 1
r- ------ - ~ -- + (20)

N2-( + / dr D N2_

so that provided N2-EA is not small the differential of the inner

coefficient of the first term of Eq. (12) is of relative order 2 C.

The third term is of relative order ex e.

To estimate the order of the coupling terms we use the second equation

to obtain the order of B relative to E then couple back in the first.

The highest relative order of the coupling terms, arising from optical

acitvity, is E L. The pure inhomogeneity 3rd coupling term is higher

order. Thus, if we ignore terms of order ei e and higher the equations

once again become uncoupled.

Now we adopt a specific choice of density profile, parabolic such

that

X - X0 (-r2/a2) (21)

which, as noted earlier can be regarded as an approximation for any
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monotonically decreasing profile in the vicinity of r-o. Small e corresponds

to large ka and small r/a; therefore, the modes are localized within

radius r << a. This allows us to adopt as boundary condition E + o as

r +- and to suppose that the parabolic profile Eq.(21) applies to r- - with

negligible effect on the eigenvalue. The equation may thus be cast as a

22

Sturm-Liouville problem ignoring cie terms:

r - - + y ( X2-r2 E - o (22)

with boundary conditions: E regular at r-o, zero at r--. The parameters X,

y, in terms of the plasma parameters, are to appropriate order:

Xok2 (N2_1)2 - N4/Y2
12 - - (23)

a2  N2 - 1

a2(X0-1) 2m N2

-2 (24)
k2Y(N2-1)2

The solutions to this equation are

E = Lm(vr2)(pr2)m/2 exp(-Ir 2/2) (25)

where Lm is the associated Laguerre polynomial 8 and n = (X2 VI - 2m - 2)/4.

The requirement that n be integral, to ensure E + o at r + -, then

immediately provides the dispersion relation:

X2V - 2(2n + m + 1) (26)

m - 0, 1, . . .) or, written out in full:(n - O, I, .. 9
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] 2 _X O 1 ) 22 ( N 2 ) 2 - N / Y 2 4 m N 2 X
X4 - 2(2n + a + 1) -- ka 2  [X 0  1

Xo N2-1 (N2._j 2Yk2a2(Xo-1

(27)

To transform this to a convenient form we write k2 = k2/XO where0 p0

kp - wo/c and note that to sufficient order we can take Y to be a/wPo

(rather than 2/w) and in the final term take X -1 - X2 /k p a(N2 -1)1/2 so

that the equation may be written

1 2(2n+m+1) N2-1 I/ 2mN2  -1/2
1 ---- b 3/2

XO kpa (N - N Y2 I (2n+m+1)(N2 .1)3 /2Yk A

(28)

The right hand side, b, is now independent of w so that the explicit solu-

tion for w in terms of N is

W - W (1-b)1/ 2 . (29)

This solution is accurate up to (and including) terms of order ee

(i.e. 1/kaY) in X0-1 and hence to order 1/k2a2Y in u/we. It becomes

exact in either limit ka + - or Y + -.

The analytic solution is particularly convenient because it allows

us to obtain the (longitudinal) group velocity by direct differentiation.

We use

dw c 1
vg - - = - (30)

dk N w dw
1 + --

N dN

and find, after some algebra
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vg 1 1 1 2(2-1) 2N2/y2  m(N 2 + 2) -1

NL b 4 N2  ( 2- N/Y (2n+m+1)kpaY(N 2 _1Y3/

(31)
correct to order ee.

IV. Thermal Corrections

In an infinite homogeneous plasma the plasma response may be calcu-

lated for specified w and k from the linearized Vlasov equation and the

result expressed as a dielectric tensor whose components are integrals of

functionals of the distribution function (f) over velocity space. A

convenient form of these integrals 7 expresses them as sums over cyclotron

harmonics of terms like

vzjt2 (ki vi/Q) xS (2 az a Z)d3v - +- (32)
f - Q -kzv vz w v avj W v

where the integral in vz must be taken along the Landau contour. The

hermitian part of the dielectric tensor, which governs the real part

of w (for real k) arises from the principal part of the integral while

the contribution from the poles at w - W + kvz governs the antihermitian

part of e and hence the imaginary part of w . The result is Landau and

cyclotron damping (or growth) as a result of these resonances.

The approximation we have adopted, kpa >> 1, WVa << 1 in our treatment

of the finite plasma leads to a situation in which the perpendicular

derivatives of E are much smaller than the longitudinal derivatives (for

the lower order modes). This leads us to the conclusion that the effective

ki is small and we should consider the limit kivi/O + o. This approximation
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will again be exact in the limits: Y + - or kpa + - as well as the

limit vj + o (cold plasma).

In this approximation the dielectric tensor becomes independent of

transverse derivatives and hence is equally applicable to the finite

plasma case. That is, we have removed all the transverse spatial

dispersion. Moreover, we are interested in waves excited by the Cerenkov

(Rmo) resonance so we shall choose to ignore all contributions from

cyclotron resonance (X*o) to wave growth or decay.

In this case the only modification to the cold plasma dielectric is

to replace the previous expression for ezz (- e) by

e -1+ -- -f/v dv (33)
k2 f -kv'

where k is now the longitudinal k-vector, f is the (normalized) one-

dimensional distribution function (integrated over perpendicular velocities),

and v refers to longitudinal velocity only. This is the usual expression

for the dielectric constant for longitudinal waves in a field free plasma

(It should be noted, however, that Eq. 33 is a non-relativistic expression and

so the imaginary part, dependent on relativistic particles for N-1, is

only approximate. The relativistic corrections do not change qualitatively

our result) For w/k >> vt (assuming the distribution to be nearly

Maxwellian) it can be written for real w, k as real and imaginary parts

er(C) =1 - (1 + 3 N 2 v2/c2) (34)
Wr
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ei(Wr) - - W - -- (35)
k2 aav Ir/k

where vt is the electron thermal velocity.

Recalling now that the dispersion relation in the cold plasma case

is

1-Xo C
- - - -b (36)

x0 -F)ro

we seek a solution for complex w with real k in the case where the

imaginary part of w is small so that

( Wr + i i) er (r) +i I( )+ Wi (37)

Provided the shape of the distribution function can be taken independent

of position, all spatial dependence being in wp, we can immediately

generalize the cold plasma result by substituting this value of e into

the dispersion relation Eq.(36) so that:

e(wr + iqj) - -b/(1-b) (38)

where we now mean the value of e at r-o.

Then the real and imaginary parts of this equation provide the

relations
-b(wr)

Cr( Wr) - (39)
1-b(wr)

aer 3 [b(wr)

Ci( wr) + q - - q -- (40)
ar Bw -b(r')

Substituting our values for er and ei, the first equation gives the real

part of the frequency as
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- (1 + 3N2 v2/c2)1/2 (1-b)1/ 2  (41)

where Nr - kc/wr. The second equation becomes

2 2 4 i -2 N2
- - + (1+6N2 v/c2) -b( r
k2 avj wr/k 3 (N2-1)

(42)

to first order in b, which can be solved in the same approximation to give:

ir c2  at

r 2 -- -- r/[i + 6 N v /c2  + bN /2(N 1) (43)
2 aviNrc r

We thus have obtained the appropriate generalization of the Bohm-

Gross dispersion and Landau damping or growth, applicable to this finite

plasma case. The modification to the previous, cold plasma, real frequency

is simply to multiply it by (1 + 3N2v2/c2)1/2 (We now drop the r suffix

on N for brevity).

In calculating the group velocity it is sufficient to add to the

cold plasma result (Eq. 31) the differential of g0 3N2v2/2c 2 so that

dw
--- vg cold + (3 N v2/c 2 )c. (44)
dk

V. Examples and Applications

It is of interest, first, to note the relationship of the dispersion

relation we have obtained with what would be obtained by the various more

restrictive approximations mentioned earlier. To take the density to be

uniform would totally change the character of the solution, because, as

our eigenmode solution indicates, the smoothly varying density causes the
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E-mode to be highly localized near the peak density (e.g. if n-m-o a

Gaussian: Es exp(-pr2/2)).

The electrostatic approximation would give a value for b (- 1- 2 /

2(2n+m+1) 1
bes - kPa N(1-1/Y 2 )1/2  (45)

instead of that given in Eq. (28). The infinite field case gives

2(2n+m+1) 1
b- - (46)

b . k a (N2_ 1) 1/2 (46

Either of these additional approximations may give rise to noticeable

discrepancies in cases of interest.

The extent to which the present solution provides a more accurate

result is shown by Fig. 1 where we plot the cold plasma dispersion relation

for the lowest mode n-m-o, together with the other approximate results

and some points obtained from a numerical solution of the full coupled

wave equations. The parameters adopted here (kpa - 20, Y-5) present a

fairly challenging case for all the analytic approximations, since the

expansion parameters are not particularly small. Nevertheless, rather

good results are obtained from our present treatment, provided w is not

too much less than o.

In Fig. 2 we show the eigenmode structure for the modes n-m-o, n-1

m-o and n-o m-1 for kpa - 20, Y-5 and N-1.2 . For comparison, the

numerical solution of the full coupled equations for n-m-o is also plot-

ted; it shows only slight deviations from the approximate analytic solu-

tion, despite the fact that this is a rather extreme case.
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The cold plasma dispersion relation for various different modes is

plotted in Fig 3. (for Y-5, kpa - 160) showing the mode spacing of

different transverse modes of the cavity. The degeneracy between, for

example, n-1 m-o and n-o m-2, is broken slightly by the additional term

of order ex ~ (1/kaY) which we retained in the expression for b, although

this effect is too small to show in the graph for these parameters.

Turning now to a practical example, recent measurements on the

Alcator Tokamak 409 have shown highly coherent emission at 60 GHz near

the central plasma frequency at 10 T magnetic field, bulk electron

temperature about 500 eV. This appears to be produced by Maser action

caused by a positive slope on the distribution function in which the high

Q cavity formed by the plasma allows the fastest growing mode to become

dominant in some circumstances. Modelling the plasma as a periodic

cylinder the modes of this Maser cavity are defined by the radial (n) and

azimuthal (m) numbers already discussed and in addition a longitudinal

mode number (t) given by

kR - N w R/c - £ (47)

where R is the major radius.

The spacing of different transverse modes in this plasma cavity (for

which Y-5, kpa - 160) is essentially given by Fig. 3 since the thermal

corrections are the same for all modes. The exact numerical value of the

spacing depends on the parallel refractive index which itself is determined

by the resonant velocity(vr) of the driving electrons: N - c/vr. For

example at N-1.5 the mode spacing is AW/2w - 0.37 GHz. This spacing is

much larger than the width of many of the bursts of emission observed,
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although spectral features this widely spaced sometimes appear. On some

occasions abrupt jumps in frequency occur, consistent with changes in

transverse mode number.

In order to calculate the longitudinal mode spacing it is necessary

to account properly for the thermal contribution to the dispersion. Fig.

4a shows the dispersion curve including the Bohm-Gross correction Eq. (41)

for this plasma (and n-m-o) as well as the cold plasma result. Clearly

the thermal corrections can be appreciable.

The longitudinal mode spacing is given by

dw dw 1
Aw - - Ak - - - (48)

dk dk R

for which we require the group velocity Eq. (44). This is plotted in

Fig. 4b. The right hand scale indicates the theoretical mode spacing for

the particular major radius (R - 0.64m) of Alcator C. The interest and

potential usefulness of this result is that observation of mode spacing

enables one to deduce the refractive index N. For example under some

circumstances a multiplet structure to the coherent emission has been

observed, in which the spacing of the peaks is of the order of 2 MHz.

If this is interpreted as representing the spacing of adjacent modes then

one can deduce N = 1.3 and hence that the electrons responsible for the

mode amplification have longitudinal energy - 300 keV.

Our calculation of the imaginary part of the frequency Eq.(43)

shows that for any given N (and hence set of resonant electrons) the mode

with the greatest gain (or damping if 3f/3v < o) is the lowest order mode

n-m-o. Of course, the differences in the growth rate are small, ~ 1-wo,
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so that excitation of higher modes is not completely ruled out, particularly

if the shap* of f has significant spatial variation. However, it does

show that we expect low order modes in general to be the most unstable.

This fact, and the calculations indicating frequency extremely close

to ago except for a very narrow range of N close to the cutoff for this

wave, resolves quantitatively a long standing question about how close to

the central plasma frequency the emission is. The answer: very close

indeed, as given by Figs. 3, 4(a) Eqs. (29, 41). The emission therefore

provides a very accurate measurement of the central plasma density.

The mechanism for coupling the radiation out of the cavity into the

free-space propagating radiation observed remains a matter for investigation.

The present results allow us to estimate the amount of radiation which

could arise by virtue of the scattering of the evanescent field from

longitudinal asymmetries (e.g. limiters or density fluctuations) at the

plasma edge. The electric field at the plasma edge is given (approximately)

by Eq.(25). Since the exponential term is dominant we consider it

alone and putting r-a its magnitude is

exp - -- kpa (49)
N2-1

Except for N values which make (N2-1)2 - N4 /Y2 << 1 this is of order exp(-

80) for kpa - 160. Obviously, this number is so small that only a totally

negligible coupling of radiation out of the plasma could possibly occur

via edge effects. This compells us to invoke some internal scattering

mechanism from density perturbations near the plasma center, such as has

previously been suggested10, 6. (Note however, that the extremely

narrow linewidth must apply also to the frequency spread of the internal
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scatterer, which probably rules out ion acoustic fluctuations as a candidate).

VI. Conclusions

Our analysis of the cavity mode structure and eigenfrequencies of

waves near the plasma frequency in a cylindical plasma with monotonically

decreasing density profile has obtained simple analytic forms for the

dispersion relation and mode structure, valid for values of the magnetic

field and of the ratio of plasma size to vacuum wavelength large but

finite. These modes correspond to the whistler branch (slow ordinary wave)

of the homogeneous plasma dispersion relation and to the E-modes (TM-

modes) of a vacuum waveguide but they are guided by the plasma itself

regardless of plasma edge boundary conditions.

The results are directly applicable to the interpretation of masing

action in bounded plasmas, such as Tokamaks, and provide the mode

frequencies and spacings for the plasma cavity formed. When the shape of

the electron distribution function, whose positive slope provides the

gain of the medium, is uniform in space the lowest transverse modes have

greatest gain. For typical experimental parameters, these modes have

frequency within ~ 1% of the central plasma frequency and negligible

field at the plasma edge. Thus, coupling of energy out of the cavity

must rely on scattering from toroidally asymmetric density perturbations.

Our analysis allows observation of radiation to be used as diagnostic of a

central electron density and nonthermal electron distributions.

The modelling of the Tokamak case is only approximate because effects

of poloidal magnetic field and toroidicity have not been included. However,
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because E-modes are highly localized near the axis, the effective aspect

ratio is very large and these effects should be small. The B-modes which

we have not analyzed, corresponding to the other dispersion branch, the

slow extraordinary wave in the vicinity of wp, are much less localized.

These waves are more sensitive, therefore, to density profile effects and

toroidicity. In some cases, they are able to radiate directly into free

space 6, 11. Thus a realistic analysis of this second branch would have

to be more elaborate than our present treatment.

Our results may also have relevance to astrophysical plasma problems

such as coherent radiation from planetary magnetospheres and pulsars,

although these situations may be further from our idealized geometry except

when quasi-cylindrical filaments of plasma density exist, aligned along

the magnetic field.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Cold plasma dispersion relaton (frequency versus parallel refractive

index) of the lowest order (n-o, m-o) mode for wpoa/c-20, Q/-5.

The present analytic solution is compared with that obtained by

the electrostatic and infinite B approximations. Points are

numerical solutions of the full coupled wave equations.

Fig. 2 Mode structures for the lowest order modes for wpoa/c-20, Q/w-5

N-1.2. Also shown is the numerical solution for the (o, o)

mode, which corresponds to x on Fig. 1.

Fig'. 3 Cold plasma dispersion relations for the first few modes for typical

tokamak parameters: wpa/c-160, Q/w-5.

Fig. 4(a) Dispersion relation of (o, o) mode including thermal corrections

for Te- 5 0 0 eV.

(b) Corresponding group velocity, and hence longitudinal mode spacing

for a cavity of length 2w (.64) m. The parallel energy of

electrons with velocity c/N is also indicated.
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